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NOTE FROM THE DESIGNER’S DESK:

Designing a set for a production which has the magnitude and scope that Cyrano de Bergerac contains always presents a special problem for the designer. In this case, the problem was further complicated by the requirements of the American College Theatre Festival. These requirements dictated the necessity for planning a set that would be portable as well as conforming to certain other specifications. For example, one requirement states that the set, when disassembled, must have an area no larger than 1,000 cubic feet.

Since the script for Cyrano requires five changes in setting, the best answer seemed to be the use of a “unit” set. A “unit” set consists of a specific number of pieces which can be arranged in different patterns, providing sufficient change to indicate varying locales. Essentially, it becomes a geometric puzzle, involving period style, movement on stage, the mood of the scenes, aesthetic values, and several other factors as well.

No doubt many designers have faced the same situation…

Sitting at his desk playing with all the wonderfully shaped little pieces…

Three little girls stand watching…

Sad little faces…

“Daddy, why won’t you share your toys?”

Constant drawing… and re-drawing… shaping new models… using everything possible…

modeling clays…

candles and cardboard…

Striving to shape mood and materials…

Seeking harmonious forms…

Moments of frustration…

destroy the toys…

Re-draw… re-make…

Finally the ultimate moment…

The designer’s ecstasy…

Work’s own reward…

Reveals its inspired pattern…

Knowing this form, this shape will serve…

Sitting… relaxing… finally content…

Seeing in the mind’s eye…

Envisioning the rising curtain…

Reading highlights shaping forms…

Lines…

Colors…

The creation of Design on a darkened stage…

Larry Menefee

December 1969

Harding

Searcy, Arkansas, USA
AUTHOR'S NOTES

The aim of the present adaptation of this resounding masterpiece has been not to change or re-interpret it, but to preserve its original vitality while adapting it to the conventions and necessities of contemporary stage presentation.

It is a "free adaptation," firmly based on the original French text re-assessed via a new and scholarly literal translation by Sir Richard Hamilton, Bart., to whom I am indebted for his valuable assistance. The aim, however, is not toward the scholar's study, but toward the stage. I have therefore not bound myself to a word-for-word, line-by-line translation — an impossible business anyway with a poetic work. The basic form of the speech used is not the strict foot-rule of the Alexandrines of the original, but a free-running four-stress line, bringing rhyme into use where it comes naturally, suits the mood and sense of scene and preserves style overall. For with this freer style, I have still hoped to preserve a manner native to a play whose glorious stylistic playfulness would be ruined by formless naturalism or a purely prose translation.

Finally, with such a well-loved play, regrets are bound to arise over the loss here and there of a well-loved line. But any such sacrifices have been made by someone whose love of this play is second to none, and in the knowledge that Rostand's work is a masterpiece more splendid than any of its parts.

James Forsyth
March 1968

The John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts
and
The Smithsonian Institution

Present

THE AETA AND ANTA
Production of
THE AMERICAN COLLEGE THEATRE FESTIVAL
Sponsored by
AMERICAN AIRLINES

Tonight's performance is one of more than one thousand given by more than eighteen thousand student actors on more than one hundred and sixty campuses across the country as part of the AMERICAN COLLEGE THEATRE FESTIVAL.

We are happy to join the John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts and the Smithsonian Institution which are presenting the Festival and its producers, A.E.T.A. and A.N.T.A.; we thank the American Airlines for its sponsorship of this national program of theatre.

The Festival celebrates the diversity of the American theatre unified to bring the highest standards of writing, performance and production to audiences, not only on a few blocks of our large cities, but everywhere in the country.

As a salute to the colleges which make this truly National Theatre possible, to their students who will be the leaders of the theatre tomorrow, ten productions will be chosen for presentation in Washington in April and May.

ACT SYNOPSIS

ACT I — Inside The Theatre
The Hotel de Bourgogne
Paris — 1640

ACT II — Bakeshop of Ragueneau

ACT III — A Small Square

ACT IV — An Encampment

ACT V — Garden of A Convent — 1655

Intermission Time — 5 Minutes
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The aim of the present adaptation of this resounding masterpiece has been not to change or re-interpret it, but to preserve its original vitality while adapting it to the conventions and necessities of contemporary stage presentation.

It is a "free adaptation," firmly based on the original French text re-assessed via a new and scholarly literal translation by Sir Richard Hamilton, Bart., to whom I am indebted for his valuable assistance. The aim, however, is not toward the scholar's study, but toward the stage. I have therefore not bound myself to a word-for-word, line-by-line translation — an impossible business anyway with a poetic work. The basic form of the speech used is not the strict foot-rule of the Alexandrines of the original, but a free-running four-stress line, bringing rhyme into use where it comes naturally, suits the mood and sense of scene and preserves style overall. For with this freer style, I have still hoped to preserve a manner native to a play whose glorious stylistic playfulness would be ruined by formless naturalism or a purely prose translation.
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